









8:30 - 8:45 Welcome & Introductions
8:45 - 9:00 Program Overview - Stephen Horan
9:00 - 10:00 Bandwidth Efficient Modulation and
Equalization Techniques - James LeBlanc
10:00 - 10:30 Parallel Signal Processing - Phillip DeLe6n
10:30- 10:45 Break
10:45 - 11:45 Turbo Codes and Low SNR Carrier Recovery
Techniques - William Ryan
12:00 - 1:30 Lunch
1:30 - 3:30 Small Satellite Communications Techniques:
Flight Experiments - Stephen Horan
Real-Time Doppler Tracking - Phillip DeLe6n
Protocol Testing -Stephen Horan
Optical Communications Techniques - Tom Shay
3:30 - 4:00 Laboratory Demonstrations
4:00 - 5:00 Faculty & NASA review
5:00 Adjourn
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Introduction to Partial Response
Class I (PR1)
Class IV (PR4)




2-dimensional PR1 and PR4
• Coded PR Simulation Diagram






Introduction - Class I (PR1)












c(D) = a(D)(1 + D) = a(D)kl(D )
Frequency response:
hl (f) = h 1(D) I D:e- j 2nfTo
= 1 + e -j2rfl7"° = (e jnJT° + e -jnfl"° ).e -jny7"°
= 2 . cos(srfTo ) . (e-JnfTo )
PSD:
G(f) : -_-o Ihl (f)[2 = 4.To cos2 (nf/. ° )
t_







ak- 1 ak - 2 ;
• c k =ak-ak_ 2 ¢=> c(D) = a(D)(I-D 2) = a(D)h2(D )
• Frequency response:
h2(f) = h2 (D)[ D=e-J2rctTo
= 2 . To . sin( 2nYTo ) . (e-J2aYTo )
• PSD:
1
G(f) =  lh2 (f) 2 = 4- To - sin 2 (2rfT o)
1o

























































































QPSK 2-dimisional signaling constellation
2 i J t
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I I I I
+ transmitted signal I+D Ix received signal match filtered ._
....... + ........... i ........... . .......................
X__ ........ . ...........
-1 ....................... -'_......... ' ............. _ .......... -,_.......................
-1.5 ..................................... - ............ !..................................................
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sqrt(1-D 2) 2-dimisional signaiing _nsteiiation
I I I
x
transmitted signal 1-D 2




bw eft. Rb/Fco= 2.00 [bps/Hz]; mean corner amp=0.99,:SNR=inf
I I I I I

































Performance of coded PR
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Performance of coded 8-PSK













12 13 14 15
wFuture Work
Check the performance (bit error rate) of the actual system with
more realistic assumptions, such as:
Assume non-perfect synchronization. Thus, carrier= and
timing recovery will be investigated.




Design new high rate parallel as well as serial concatenated
convolutional codes
Try sub-optimal APP decoders, such as soft-output Viterbi
algorithm (SOVA)























• BW efficient (no excess BW required)
• Constant envelope
• Easy to design binary TC.


























































transmitted signal rect filter
received signal match filtered
bw elf. Rb/Fco= 6.00 [bps/Hz]i mean corner amp=1.00, :SNR=inf
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Synchronization at Low SNR
Jeffrey T. Drake
William E. Ryan- Thesis Advisor
New Mexico State University
Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
February 1999
Page 1 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 02/22/99
Motivation
OUTLINE
Work performed since last review
Partial Response Satellite Feasibility (Ali)
Cramer-Rao Bounds (CRBs) for MPSK
• Phase & symbol timing estimation simulations
developed for CRB evaluation
• Maximum a posteriori (MAP) , :
• Decision Directed (DD) block no feedback
• DD block w/ feedback _::_ :-_
• Soft DD block no feedback
• Nonlinear block estimator
Joint phase/timing estimation - FSE
• Conclusions and future work




• Operating SNR's moving lower e.g. Es/No < 0 dB
• higher data rates
• major improvements in channel coding
• Turbo codes
• Mandates new look at synchronization performance
• Phase
• Symbol
Page 3 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 02/22/99
CRBs for MPSK
L




b. Mean Square Error (MSE- Jitter)
--2
e. Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB)
- In general MSE difficult to compute _ :_
- CRB provides lower bound on MSE for
unbiased estimator of _b (non-random)
c_(¢): r_E{(aInP(XlO))2}I_-'
• Commonly compare MPSK synchronizer performance to
CRB for unmodulated carrier.
• Very loose for low signal to noise ratios (SNR)
Tighter bounds have been published for BPSK and
QPSK (Cowley)









Verified BPSK and QPSK CRBs
* Derivation details were not available
• Extending work to 8-PSK CRB
• I have intermediate result
• Working on simplifying
• QPSK had 4 equations with 3 terms each
• 8-PSK has 8 equations with l0 terms each
• Outline of derivation for 8-PSK
Page 5 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 02/22/99
CRB for MPSK
Outline of 8PSK derivation
Received 8PSK signal with fixed phase offset set
during the observation interval of N symbols
xl = al e j _ + nl , for 1 = i, ..., N
Then we have for the AVERAGED 8-PSK log likelihood function




I Im (xl e -9_)
Im(x,e o2e-J°)]]
The CRB is a lower bound on the variance of any
unbiased estimator of ¢, and is given by Van Trees as
= [E {(Olnp (x i _)_ )2}]-iCRB (4))
CRB -I (_) -- /
cosh ( a.__o, I + cosh( _..,o%o, I + cosh( 47 {._.._20..../.._)) + cosh(- 4_ (__{+.__./.._0)2o,)
+
=o,,(_o, ,_.co,h(_) + _o,h(_ (':'...2o.',_'"'""°1)+ =o,h(_ I-"_-",°-".o.'-"°))
-_inh( _ (-'_"_-"/''9,o. ) __ _ (,,+ ._ + ,_ , . ,_,o)
co,h(_) + _o,h(_) + _o,h(_ I,_-,_.,o.-,'--,°l). _o,h(_ I-,:-,,_-_,'-,.o,_ °I)
2}
Note: Through monte carlo integration using above eq. we can numerically calculate the 8-psk CRB!






Printed b v A4athematica [or Students
ii li
2 nasa99 derivatiuon.nb
After much manipulation we can arrive at the simplified form of above eq.
c_ -_ (4,):
(_,_).oo,,(_,.....,_,.0o, ,,, _... 0,. 220. )._o,,( I 2:: °°'))
q_ I-o'-,,*-,'._°l )220` slnh 2 ( _r_ (a''a"*_x*n°)20`)
4. ÷ + ag - n; + "_°_ ))(oo.,(_-_). oo.,(-_,.--_')=.,( .,,<..;:.o,.o°,) =--( _ I-..;0`
(,_ ,.........0_,)2 ( )2 oa SirLla2 _ ( -az * a" - nr • n0)20 =
(oo..(_). oo..(_)4.oo..(_ ....2_"°"°°').oo._(,-'--'0" 0°,20`))2
(oo,h(_) 4.oo,h(
_) 4.co,h( • oo,_(,__-""°-°"°°'2_))2
(oo.,(_). oo.,(-5,---_').oo.,(_, ...... °"°°'_ _ 2_. ))2 o_ " ] + cosh ( ( -at + a_ - n r * _°) 2
2,_ (_) ._, ( ._-"'"_"'2.."°') (_) o;°-( _ _""2..""_ '_'°')
(oo.,(_) • oo.,(_) 4.oo.,( _ ,"-" -_'-0°,_,., ,4.oo.,("_' -"'2,"°'"°°'))
=.,_,(-_.---_') ,,,_( _ ,...;;._.._0,) (_) (_ _--';::-,'-0°,)
(co.h(_). =.h(_). co,h(_ I-"....20o`'.o°,),to.h(_ ....."'2_°"°°'))2
"'_'( "'_"--_') "_( "_'-"'"-°"°°'2.,) (_) (_ ''"....2 °"°°')
(co.,(_). =.,( -5.--_'). oo.,(_ ,-"....2..°"°°'). oo.,(_' ,--';_-'-_'._°,))2
.,nh( _ _.'._..o'.o°_)..,._( _ _-"'"-_"2o._°_J_i_ _-.'..'-_'.20`_°_(_ _'";_."_'"°°_)
(oo.,(-'_,---'-')4.oo.,(_'_-). oo.,( _ _-'-;;-o'-_°,). oo.,(_ ,--';_-0'.0°,))2 }
Next we must take the expectation of above over all three variables
symbols a and noise r_/and r_Q .
This leads to an expantion by a factor of 8 in the number of terms ...............


















cr2(uniform dist) = 168 _°:
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EstNo (dB)






• Implemented 4 phase estimation simulations for
performance characterization w/new CRBs
• Two widely applied criteria in estimation
1. MAP - Maximum a Posteriori Probability
_b=arg_b max P(_-) =
Where: -_b considered random
- Characterized by a priori probability p(_b)
2. ML - Maximum Likelihood
_:arg_b max P(¢_-) = P(_-l_b)
Where: -_b considered non-random but unknown
Note: if we have no a- priori knowledge of _b, if we
assume p(_b) uniform we arrive at MAP = ML
3. Ad Hoc Techniques
Page 7 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 02/22/99























Page 8 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State University, 02/22199
11Ii
Simulations Developed





sinh R(*)I(cr2*) - sinh IOR(o-2,)
tan-1 ( cosh R(*) + cosh I(*)
sinh I(*)I(er2*) + sinh R(*)R(er2*)
Z
cosh R (*) + cosh I (*)




4. Ad-Hoc nonlinear phase estimator (Viterbi)
• ML unmodulated c_ier phase estimate
• with dotted box eliminated
,, For PSK modulation replace dotted box with complex
nonlinear function
X'n +iY' n = F(Pn)e 'mq_n
i
where i
/ 2 2 -1,Yn,
Pn = _Xn + Yn , On = tan t-j-n-n)
• This estimator performs nearly as well as ML
Page 10 - J. Drake, W. Ryan. New Mexico State University, 02/22/99 i
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Joint estimation- With FSE
Joint phase/timing estimation with FSE
• Counters ISI effects
• Symbol timing derived implicitly within FSE
r(n) DD_'_MS .-,I,I ._ _--@ FSE "....... °'1 -
T/6 .. ,
e'_ _! _ ........#'_
ML-est _'e ......._7
' phase +
= t + Jqnn B
• How does one characterize the symbol timing jitter
performance of this estimator?
• To my knowledge no published results here
• I have developed a technique to measure FSE timing
jitter
• Plan to prove analytically validity of approach
Page 11 - J. Drake, W. Ryan, New Mexico State UniversiU, 02/22/99
Future Work
Complete 8-PSK CRB derivation
Modify MPSK CRB for random parameter and
constrained non-random
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